SNC2D/2DN FINAL EXAM REVIEW ANSWERS

UNIT 1 – Cells, Tissues and Organs
1.

Describe the structure and function of cell structures and organelles.
Nucleus, cytoplasm, mitochondria, chloroplast, Golgi apparatus (bodies), Endoplasmic reticulum
(smooth & rough), lysosome, vacuole, centrioles, cell membrane, cell wall….

2. Label animal and plant cells.

3. Differentiate between photosynthesis and
cellular respiration

4. Differentiate between animal and plant cells; prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells; stem cells.

5. Name and explain the phases of the cell cycle.
G1 – First gap phase
S – Synthesis phase
G2 – Second gap phase
M – Mitosis
G0 – Resting phase

6. Name & describe the phases of mitosis.

7. What are the 4 different types of tissues & their functions?

8. Organ systems- What is the major function of each? See chart below
9. What are the major organs and structures in the following organ systems: Skeletal, Nervous,
Respiratory, Digestive and Circulatory?

10. Describe the process of digestion, respiration, and circulation. (includes structures and functions).

11. Organ systems work together to make up the organism. Give examples of interactions between organ
systems.

12. Identify the tissues found in plants and their functions.

UNIT 2- CHEMISTRY
1. What information can be obtained from the atomic
number? # of protons in an atom, # of electrons in
an atom
Mass number? Equal to number of protons and
neutrons combined

2. Explain the how to correctly determine the number of atoms, cations & anions in ionic compounds. Use an
example to explain.

Ion count:
NH4 = 2 x 5 = 10
O=1x5=5

3. How does a positive ion (cation) form? Negative ion (anion)?

4. Draw the Lewis Dot diagram for a lithium and sulphur ion (sulfide).

5. What are the charges and locations of the following: protons, neutrons, electrons.

6. How can you use the periodic table to identify the number of valence electrons for a particular element?
Use an example in you explanation.

7. How can you use the periodic table groups to identify
the ionic charge of the elements in each group?
Atoms gain or lose electrons in order to have a full
outer shell. Atoms losing electrons will have a
positive charge (cations) and atoms gaining
electrons will have a negative charge (anions).
Oxygen is in group 6, all ions in
group 6 have an ionic charge of 2-

8. Compare and contrast elements and compounds. Give
examples.

9. Compare and contrast between ionic and covalent bonds? Give an example for each.

10. Complete the following table.
Compound

NH3

Mg(OH)2

Li3PO4

Ionic or Covalent?

covalent
ammonia
4

ionic
magnesium hydroxide
5

ionic
lithium phosphate
8

Name
Total number of atoms

11. State the law of conservation of mass and how it relates to balancing equations.
Matter (atoms) cannot be created or destroyed.
Atoms on the reactants side of an equation must equal
the number and type of atoms on the product side.

12. What are the starting substances and final substances called in a chemical reaction?

13. List the signs of a chemical change.
- Change in colour
- Production of a new gas (bubbles)
- Change in temperature
- Difficult to reverse

- Production of a precipitate (new solid)
- Production of energy (light, sound…)
-

14. Complete AND balance the equation below.
Ca + 2 HCl à CaCl2

+ H2

15. State the 6 types of chemical reactions learned in this unit. Give an example of each.

Neutralization

16. State the 7 diatomic elements.

17. How can you identify an acid? A base? Give an example for each.

- Contain hydrogen
- Donate H+
Ex. HsSO4, HCl

- Contain hydroxide,
carbonate, or
bicarbonate
- Accept H+ or
donate OHEx. KOH, NaHCO3

18. Describe properties of acids and bases.

19. Draw and label a pH scale.

20. Give the formula for the following compounds.
NAME

Sodium sulfide

FORMULA

Na2S
Al2(SO4)3
SnI2
F2
ICl7
N2O4

Aluminum sulfate
Tin (II) iodide
Fluorine gas
Iodine heptachloride
Dinitrogen tetroxide

21. Identify the following reaction types:
a)
HCl + AgNO3 HNO3 + AgCl

Double Displacement

b)

C7H16 + 11O2

7CO2 + 8H2O

Combustion

c)

P4O10 + 6H2O

4H3PO4

Synthesis

d)

3Fe + 4H2O
e)

2H3PO4

Fe3O4 + 4H2

H4 P 2 O7 + H2 O

Single Displacement
Decomposition

22. Write balanced chemical equations for the following reactions:
a) Aluminum reacting with oxygen in the air.

4 Al + 3 O2 à 2 Al2O3
b) Copper (II) sulphate reacting with iron (III) hydroxide.

CuSO4 + Fe(OH)3 à Fe2(SO4)3 + Cu(OH)2

UNIT 3- OPTICS-

FORMULAS WILL NOT BE GIVEN!

1. Define bioluminescence, chemiluminescence, incandescence. Give examples.
Bioluminescence – production and emission of light by a living organism (via chemical reaction), firefly

Chemiluninescence – is the emission of light as the result of a chemical reaction, glow sticks
Incandescence - is the emission of light as the result of high temperatures, “old” light bulbs
2. What is the speed of light? 3.0 x 108 m/s
3. State the law of regular reflection (from a plane
mirror). Draw a diagram to explain your answer.
The angle of reflection is equal to the angle of
incidence when the incident ray, the reflected ray, and
normal to the surface of the mirror all lie in the same

4. What is the difference between transparent, translucent and opaque objects?
Transparent – all light rays hitting the object pass through (are transmitted)
Translucent – some light rays hitting the object pass through, some are reflected and/or absorbed
Opaque – all light rays hitting the object are reflected and/or absorbed
5. What is the difference between luminous and non-luminous?
Luminous – produces its own light, is a light source
Non-luminous – reflects light, does not produce light
6. What is the difference between reflection and
refraction?
Reflection – all light remains in the initial medium
Refraction – light bends as it passes into a different
medium

7. Compare and contrast virtual and real images (including Attitude)
Real Images – S: larger or smaller A: Inverted L: same side of mirror / opposite side of lens
Virtual Images – S: larger or smaller A: Upright L: behind mirror / same side of lens

8. What are the characteristics of a convex mirror image?
Include a ray diagram in your response.
S: Smaller
A: Upright
L: Behind mirror
T: Virtual
9. What are the image characteristics of a
concave mirror? Draw a ray diagram.
Characteristics Depend on Object Position
In this case: Smaller, inverted, b/n C&F, real

the
plane.

10. What are the image characteristics of a diverging and converging lens? Draw a ray diagram.
Characteristics in a Converging Lens Depend on Object Position

11. What is a converging mirror also known as? Convex Diverging mirror? Concave
12. Use SALT to describe an image created from a plane mirror.
S: Same size
A: Upright (laterally inverted)
L: Behind mirror
T: Virtual
13. Describe how light refracts when going from more optically dense to less optically dense mediums and
vice versa.

More dense à Less Dense

Less Dense à More Dense

14. Draw ray diagrams and describe the characteristics (SALT) with an object reflecting off a concave
mirror. When the object is located:
a) On C
b) between F and C
c) on F,
d) past C e) between F and the mirror.

13. Determine image characteristics for an object 2 cm high, placed in front of a converging lens with a
focal length of 24 cm at a distance of 10 cm. SHOW ALL YOUR WORK!

17. Light travels from air into a diamond (n= 2.42). What is the speed of light in the diamond? SHOW
WORK!

UNIT 4- CLIMATE CHANGE
1. Explain the greenhouse effect & the main greenhouse gases
The greenhouse effect is a process by which thermal radiation from a planetary surface is absorbed by
atmospheric greenhouse gases, and is re-radiated in all directions.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Carbon dioxide
Methane
Fluorinated gases (CFCs)
Ozone
Nitrous oxide

2. List the evidence for climate change.

3. Describe some of the solutions we can take to reduce climate change.
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Green your commute – bike, carpool
Be energy efficient – use LEDs
Choose renewable power
Eat less meat

Ø Recycle more
Ø Fly less
Ø Reduce waste produced

4. Identify the factors that affect climate.

